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AH-ANTQ 102 - Classical Mythology 

Fall 2022, Classroom tba, Mondays / Thursdays 11-13 

Instructor: Dr Helle Hochscheid 

Office: 2.05, Franklin 

Office hours: by appointment and after class 

Telephone: 0118 – 655 560 

Email: h.hochscheid@ucr.nl 

 

I Track information 

• Prerequisites for this course: none 

• This course serves as prerequisite for: ANTQ 201 and 202 and onwards 

• Other courses in track: AH-ANTQ 102, AH-ANTQ 301, AH-ANTQ 302 

• Related courses: AH-ARTH202, AH-HIST courses, AH-ARTH 302, ACCRHET 101 

II Course description 

Are the Greek gods just? Do they have to be? Can murder be justified under certain circumstances? In ancient 

myth, characters like Prometheus, Achilles and Hector, Antigone, Electra and Medea wondered about these 

questions, and the why of their fates. Their questions echo in the great works of art and literature produced in 

antiquity and after, with a recent revival of ancient narratives from alternative viewpoints – an approach 

more than justified by the original sources.   

 Classical Mythology examines the origins of the concept and social functions of myth, and its manifold 

interpretations, ancient and modern. Prominent themes in Greek and some Roman mythology are explored 

by means of ancient literary and artistic sources: from the creation of the cosmos, the rise of the Olympians, 

till the heroic exploits and family sagas which touch upon historical reality. Are these stories or histories? Can 

they be traced in the archaeology of the Aegean prehistory? How are Greek mythology and its Near Eastern 

counterparts of various periods linked? What does all this tell us about power, gender, freedom and 

unfreedom in the ancient world? And, are we so very different from that world?  

III Course requirements  

Class attendance is mandatory, unless you have a good reason and have informed your tutor. If necessary, 

come see me about making up for missed work. If you miss more than six class sessions without valid reasons 

or if you don’t hand in your paper, you will fail the course automatically. Missing a quiz or a debate without a 

valid reason results in a fail for the assignment. A valid reason requires your tutor’s confirmation as well as 

evidence of the reason for your absence.  

Class participation may seem intimidating after that previous point. But discussing stuff along with your 

classmates is the best way to memorise and keep memorised the myths and theories and whatever else 

comes up in class, and improve your thinking skills while doing so. The second-best way is taking notes. Both 

are essential, which is why you’re getting a grade for class participation. To make interesting comments or ask 

mailto:h.hochscheid@ucr.nl
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ditto questions (asking = participation! well, if relevant), you need to come prepared. If you are having trouble 

with participation and find it hard to make yourself heard come talk to me and we will find ways in which you 

can help yourself and the rest of us.  

Because of the importance of engaging in the discussion and also because studies show you absorb things 

much better when you’re writing them down by hand rather than typing, it is in principle not allowed to have 

laptops, tablets or smart phones on in class. Exceptions can be made on medical grounds. Please bring a 

notepad and pen, as well as your book to class. Don’t try to do the course without the book. People struggle 

when trying that. 

Reports and other written assignments have to be submitted in Moodle and in printed form in class or my 

pigeonhole (student desk). Late submissions will affect your grade, unless we have agreed on it beforehand.  

Extensions will only be given under highly exceptional circumstances. So in principle, it's a no. ‘I have two 

other papers due on that day’ is not an argument. Being late handing an assignment in will get you a 5% 

deduction per day: so being perfectionist is also a bad idea. Better hand in papers in draft version when 

possible, if you want to do that. See the schedule for further details. 

Plagiarism of the first degree as defined by the UCR Plagiarism Policy will automatically result in a fail for the 

assignment and at most a conditional pass for the entire course, plagiarism of the second degree in a fail for 

the entire course. Cheating will of course automatically result in a fail for the quiz or the exam, repeated 

cheating in a fail for the entire course. 

IV  Assessment  

• Participation in class/study ethic 20% (rubric on Moodle) 

• Exams (2*12.5%)  25% (sample questions for the first exam) 

• Quizzes  10% (5% each, one make-up quiz) 

• Paper abstract & research journals 20% (rubric on Moodle) 

• Term paper  25% (rubric on Moodle)  

 

Participation: see III. 

Exams in the exams you will get essay questions about the things we’ve discussed in class. The information in 

the textbook is necessary to understand what we discuss in class; and your lecture notes will remind you of 

our discussions. The exams are very much about applying your knowledge, especially to the interpretations of 

myth. You will be asked connect and compare myths, or myth and e.g. history and archaeology, using the 

various approaches that are discussed during the course, and especially also making your own connections 

and critical comments. We will do one preparation session before the midterm exam: it is wise to study the 

material beforehand. We can look at a sample question too. 

 
The quizzes are short recaps of a few assigned chapters (typically about six). I read out questions which have 

very short one-word answers (like the name of a god, or the place where something happened, etc.); you will 

write down the answers. We will check the answers in class right away. This is a way to keep on top of the 

reading. The best two out of three will count. In view of covid-related restrictions we will either find a larger 

room, sit outside, or do the quiz in two shifts. 

 

For your written assignments in this course, we will start early in the semester with an overview of where you 

can find good literature. Through the Zeeuwse Library interlibrary loan (form available on the website of the 

http://www.roac.nl/default.asp?content=Plagiarism
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library), you can order books or articles from other academic libraries. We will discuss how to use this in class. 

Online journals are available through your solis-ID and Worldcat via the Utrecht University website, with 

access to JSTOR, Project Muse, Cambridge Journals Online, etc. Translations of primary sources are often 

listed on Perseus. For links see Moodle. I’d like to warn you not all search engines are suitable for antiquity: 

Scienceweb or Scopus for example usually don’t get you very far (although the topic matters). A good, 

relevant article will give you other titles in its bibliography, and this ‘snowballing’ is a good way to find more 

sources. The best search engine for antiquity sources is Dyabola because it also gives sources (e.g. chapters in 

an edited book) that come from non-online works. You can find this via the UU library home page, under the 

antiquity section (‘secondary importance’). For text sources, Perseus Project is your main website. Please use 

the documents on Moodle to learn how to quote ancient text sources. 

 

The paper is about a subject from Classical mythology (that means, the Mediterranean and wider environs). 

You have to hand in the subject early on, with a paper proposal of what question you’d like to investigate; 

plus a first research journal describing how you have gone about finding literature, what you have already 

looked at and how useful it seems, where you are running into problems finding sources, etc. Although not 

graded, hand-in of this is mandatory. The purpose of this is to learn how to: 

• find information at the right level quickly and efficiently (in the right places) 

• assess the information as to relevance and academic quality 

• lift the information (either primary, or secondary if you are using the arguments) from it. 

 

Abstract & second research proposal. In the second phase, you expand the proposal into an abstract (handed 

in together with the second research journal). The abstract is a summarised version of the end-of-term 

paper, and will be graded. The abstract is a little different from a normal (conference) abstract, and includes:  

• thesis statement / statement of the research question (What am I going to do?) 

• academic relevance (Why am I writing about this? In other words, how is this topic relevant for an 

audience of scholars? This relates to the following point:) 

• description of the method (How am I going to do it?, e.g. which sources can I use (primary or secondary), 

how can I analyse these and why are they relevant for the question, is there quantitative evidence, how 

can I use existing secondary literature, do authors agree or not, etc.) 

• main arguments you will use (this means you must have a fairly detailed idea of what you are going to 

write and how the paper will turn out! So, start early) 

• preliminary conclusions (see previous) 

• a bibliography. 

The point of another research journal at this point is to see if you made effective changes to your search 

methods after the feedback on the first journal, and are now on the right track. The abstract is so that I can 

get an idea of the structure of the paper, and whether that is looking ok.     

If you have any questions after reading the rubric on Moodle, don’t hesitate to ask. If you ran into trouble in 

finding literature that you couldn’t solve yourself, also mention what that was, so I can help you if needs be. 

Each assignment is handed in on Moodle and printed in class. Please see the schedule for deadlines. 

 

Papers are c. 2.000-2.500 words and are argumentative, not descriptive. We will discuss what this means in 

class, but in general: find a small topic, like a particular myth, a play, a place of worship, or something similar. 

Make a question about this that has at least two contrasting viewpoints to it. For instance: was the cult of 

Artemis Orthia in Sparta in Roman times mainly for visitors or was it still a serious ritual? Use primary and 

secondary sources to find possible answers: evidence supporting your idea as well as challenging it. I will talk 

for a few minutes at the beginning of class about the paper. If you need  to ask something specific to your 

paper, come and see me; otherwise ask your questions in that short slot. More detailed help on how to do a 

good paper in this field is also in the rubric and stylesheet on the workspace.  
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Referencing is in footnotes, not in in-text notes. Some guides on this are here: 

http://researchguides.library.tufts.edu/content.php?pid=61264&sid=469810, Harvard style: see the style 

sheet on Moodle (this is the preferred system in the field). If you’re used to Chicago, that is ok too: Chicago 

style: https://libguides.williams.edu/citing/chicago-notes#s-lg-box-21699930. Once you pick a system, stay 

with it. And please avoid things like ‘Euripides 2005’ (see below), even in Chicago.  

As stated in the style sheet on Moodle, use footnotes that contain:  

• last name of the author,  

• year of publication, and  

• page or pages where this information was found (not the pages of an entire article); do not leave the 

page out, this is really not acceptable in ancient studies 

• if you are citing an ancient source please use the book and line numbers, so for a play it would be 

something like Eur. (for Euripides), Med. (for Medea) 293-296 (these are the line numbers). Or for longer 

works: Hdt. (for Herodotus) Hist. II.359 (Book 2 line 359). The abbreviations can be found on the 

wonderful page of the Perseus Project, where most classical texts are also listed in full (with line 

numbers) although there are sometimes rather old translations, so beware of the haths and thous. 

 

If you use pictures, full citations for origin of the object and what they depict (including e.g. museum 

inventory numbers) are required. You may send in a pre-final draft if you feel uncertain, but this version will 

not be corrected as thoroughly as the final one. You may hand in your paper early. 

 

 

Class attendance & participation, respect for deadlines and respect for the RA Honour Code (plagiarism and 

cheating) may severely affect your final grade in a positive or negative way (details in Course requirements). 

More importantly, plagiarising or cheating will teach you little besides how to plagiarise and cheat. 

 

V Course materials  

• Mark P.O. Morford & J. Robert Lenardon, Classical Mythology, 2014 (10th ed.) Oxford University Press  

 Mandatory 

NB: the 9th ed. Is allowed but you are responsible for covering any chapters that have changed.  

• E. Csapo, The Theories of Myth, 2005 Additional reading  

• Articles, on JSTOR or other online repositories Additional reading 

 

VI Course Schedule 

See separate document on workspace 

http://researchguides.library.tufts.edu/content.php?pid=61264&sid=469810
https://libguides.williams.edu/citing/chicago-notes#s-lg-box-21699930
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VII  AH-ANTQ 102- General instructional objectives  

 

Students who successfully complete this course will: 

 

1 know the key deities, heroes and heroines of Greek & Roman mythology, as well as their relationship to 

each other and major cult places and rituals: 

a be able to outline main events in the myths in which the above characters play a role 

b show knowledge of ancient sources of mythology including the approximate lifetime of the authors in 

question 

c show ability to recognise deities from iconography and attributes in ancient (and later) art  

d have a basic grasp of the relationship between classical myth and Near-Eastern (Sumerian, Egyptian, 

Christian) counterparts and predecessors 

e have a rudimentary knowledge of changes in ancient art & iconography over time 

2 be able to discuss classical myth in its historical and iconographical context: 

a demonstrate insight in the historical setting of primary sources and its influence on different versions 

of myths  

b show ability to define the historical influence of other mythologies on classical myth 

c show ability to describe the relation between myth and various ancient philosophies 

d show an awareness of the influence of artistic conventions and techniques on the depictions of myth  

3 understand the importance of studying ancient myths in their historical context, ancient and post-ancient: 

a demonstrate the ability to describe the relationship between myths and the society which procured 

them  

b show understanding of the relation between prehistoric realities in Greece and the origins of myths 

c show insight in the historical aspects of myth (e.g. changes on historical grounds) 

d demonstrate understanding of the changes in the study and interpretation of myth in the 19th and 

20th centuries 

4 recognise and evaluate various analytical interpretation models of myth: 

a show comprehension of analytical theories derived from anthropology and sociology 

b show ability to unpick gender roles in ancient myth with attention to detail and in nuanced ways 

c demonstrate understanding of the power relations in ancient myth and their meaning for 

interpretations to the present day 

d show ability to assess the various theories and their value for interpreting individual myths critically 

e give their own opinion of the validity of interpretations of myth based on evaluation of primary and 

secondary sources and theoretical models. 

5 show a grasp the methods of finding, identifying, analysing, and comparing both ancient texts and modern 

studies of antiquity, and coming to a well-founded conclusion based on these. 


